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Sweet baby mine, On the silver crest, Let that fluffy cloud let go

and come home to rest.

Now the rog - uish stars ap - pear, And the qui - et moon,
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Baby's Airship.

Baby cannot keep awake, Will be slumbering soon.

Sweet baby mine.

On the silver crest, Let that fluffy cloud let go

and come home to rest...
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When I Awake.

Words and Music by
WALTER RAYMOND SMITH.

Moderato.

1. When sunlight fades and day is done,
   And evening shades fall on one, by gain,
   Seems that I ne'er can wait till gain,

2. When, dear, we part to meet a-
   And the bright stars peep from above, one,
   Life is so weary, sad and drear,
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ONE SWEET ROSE.

Lyric by

CATALINA PÁEZ.

Music by

WALTER RAYMOND SMITH.

Moderato.

One sweet rose, dear, To thee I send, Sweet-er than

all my gar-den grows; Thousands were could, dear, That in the

end, Might bloom for thee this per-fect rose.
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